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Abstract 

Historically, Korea is a highly literate society, therefore ink was an automatic ingredient and 

readily available resource. In contrast, the Maasai have had a non-literate culture for the longer 

part of their history and hence their painting is more practical in orientation. Moreover, the 

philosophy behind the perception and appreciations of colours by the two art communities under 

study are also different. Scholars on paintings have observed that new and authentic art paintings 

could be accomplished when at least two societies' ways of life are combined and depicted on on 

single piece of artwork. The main objective of this article is to demonstrate ink-painting 

techniques and subject matter of Korean and Maasai mainstream artwork and the possible 

outcome towards the goal of sustainable material. Osmotic pressure as the accumulation of the 

ingredient of colour and adhesives on material. It is realized when for instance different colours 

are applied on paper and are absorbed naturally without a trigger or physical effort. This is the 

accumulation of bildenden. Harrington’s Ecological Theory is used in this paper to show the 

relationship and application organic materials. Through exploratory research design, data that 

comprised ink-painting images was purposively sampled and analysed. This research explores 

the interface between Korean and Kenya (Maasai), ink-painting techniques and how to come up 

with new forms of artwork.  Instead of studying many communities, it focuses on the 

examination of art works done on only two communities. Hence, the study was undertaken in the 

city of Nairobi where there are several art galleries on the Maasai as well as on galleries in Seoul 

in South Korea. The paintings were confined to materials such as ink, ochre, and special papers 

amomg others. Only the finished painting work depicting Korea and the Maasai of Kenya 

cultures from the two groups of professional artists were picked for analysis.  
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1. Introduction 

The article presents two different communities and deviates from the conventional one-group 

research. It is a study that enriches art by providing possibilities of hybridization that lead to new 

directions. The term ‘hybridisation’ is a noun derived from ‘hybrid’ yet another noun to mean 

mixture or fusion. Roger Bastide (1970:101). It was clear that ‘hybrids were conceived as 

lubricants in the clashes of cultures…’ (Papastergiadis, 1997:261). Hybridisation leans towards 

‘sociocultural processes in which discrete structures or practices, which existed separately, 

combine to generate new structures, objects and practices.’ (Canclini, 2008: XIX). 

As a historical process, hybridization is ongoing and cannot be isolated or disassociated 

from human cultures. Further, from the onset of human history, cultures have developed 

rhizomatically in connection with space and point of contact (Deleuze and Guattari 1980). 

The article is a depiction an international research that gives credence to the process of 

globalization of ideas in a real and positive way. It provides an interface of the two contrasting 

art cultures to yield a new art form. The study is also justified based on juxtaposition of two art 

cultures from two totally different backgrounds with different philosophies and approaches 

which is a rare approach to ink-painting.  Lim Nong (1977) cited in Kim 2017 ink-painting work 

shows his original world view in pursuit of the elegance of painting. The modernity of his 

original painting begins with the freeness of highly skilled brush strokes. His unique line of work 

in cognisance with current style pursued by western art such as his involuntary lines which give 

us an exceedingly small or large unoccupied space. Therefore, the unoccupied space of his work 

includes skilled intentionality; it is combined with the expression of the real landscape and its 

peculiarity. 

This has been executed in the spirit of globalization which endevouers to break down 

historical barriers and bring close interaction between different international communities.  It can 

therefore be seen as a way forward in art given this spirit of globalization that has collapsed 

regionalization and nationalism.  

The article bold venture past the normal practice of studying the art of a people in one 

geographical locale. Hence it globalizes art by encompassing different cultural groups and draws 

out the similarities and differences. In the process, it diminishes the tendency towards racial and 

cultural prejudice, while establishing a common human heritage. The study is a contribution to 

knowledge and a reference resource for students seeking to carry out related comparative studies 

in art.    

 

2. Statement of the Problem 

Although the Korean artistic and literate culture is rich and has a long history, and the Maasai 

have a celebrated cultural and artistic heritage. Among African peoples, there is no study that has 

sought to pursue the possibility of fusing the two artistic cultures to produce new art. This 

focuses on the strengths of the artistic interaction between Asian and African cultural 
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dispensations through painting. The article, therefore, explores a hybridization model that 

incorporated the artistic principles of the two cultures through painting with the view of creating 

an artistic interface that yields new intercultural painted art. Within this interface, the research 

highlights the philosophy behind the perception and appreciation of colours by the two diverse 

artistic communities. Thus, the combination of two distinctly diverse cultures with a distinct 

heritage bears the possibility of creating a new artistic dispensation. This is in line with the view 

propagated by Shen et al (2015), ho state that art itself plays an integral part in cultural 

interaction and integration among diverse communities of the world that strengthens global 

cultural bonds. In a addition, ‘art becomes cultures, and cultures become tradition and traditions 

become identity’ (Wakhungu 2015, p17). 

Whereas the numerous numbers of landscape ink-paintings in other countries and regions 

adopt an isotropic perspective to create and develop each style, the Korean landscape ink- 

painting does not lose its traditional root grafting isotropic approach in developing its own style. 

It is one of the most progressively developed ink-painting styles in the world.  

 

3.Theoretical Framework 

In 1990, Harrington proposed the ecological perspective for examining human creativity. This 

perspective stresses that ‘in the process of discovering, creating, or adding to an original act’s 

potential value, a social system enters into and becomes an integral part of the creative process,’ 

further, ‘... creativity is often distributed over multiple process, times, places and people…social 

creativity does not ‘reside’ in any single cognitive or personality process…(p.147). 

Harrington's (1990) ecological perspective depends on a useful similarity to natural 

frameworks. As indicated by this view the study of innovativeness should be concerned about 

practical connections inside imaginative biological systems entail, the associated connections 

that help, support, or hinder and debilitate inventive cycles, and the imaginative people who 

work inside that imaginative environment. Inside natural environments, life measures place 

certain requests on that biological system. This idea is called biochemical interest. Harrington 

suggests that inventive cycles also place psycho-social requests on innovative people and 

environments as abilities, information, actual assets, time, creative mind, correspondence 

channels, and admittance to suitable crowds. 

The biological system in tum places requests on innovative people and imaginative 

cycles. In this manner, the requests of imaginative people and innovative cycles inside particular 

environments work in commonly effective manners, with the end goal that individual attributes 

and assets impact and are affected by biological system assets and properties. Harrington states 

‘... I am not displacing the individual as a crucial unit of analysis….I am however, attempting to 

add the ecosystem as a unit of analysis essential to a full understanding of creatively active 

individuals and their work’ (p.154). 

Harrington distinguishes four factors that ought to be recognized and examined in 

imaginative research. Firstly this incorporates the personal assets of the individual occupied with 

innovative action inside a particular environment, like intellectual abilities, character, and 

inspirational qualities. A second significant factor is how those individual assets are placed 

inside a particular environment. A third factor entails that specialists should likewise consider 

what assets inside a particular imaginative biological system are pertinent to inventiveness, and 

the useful connections between those assets and the innovatively dynamic person. Lastly, 
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analysts ought to look at the practical connections between inventive people inside a particular 

environment to adequately comprehend the idea of imaginative creation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Considering the basic components of ecosystem as presented in figure 1, the theory is relevant in 

showing mutual interdependent relationship of organic material. These materials are extracted 

from nature. The charcoal for example is the product of plants and ochre a product of soil. Both 

are important ingredients for painting, and were considered as raw materials by painters and 

relevant for creativity in this research.   

 

4. Review of Related Literature 

4.1 Artwork Painting in Korea and Kenya 

Ink-painting accounts for a considerable proportion of artwork produced by artists in South 

Korea. Ink reflects the uniqueness of Korean traditional skills and view in painting. Many things 

such as landscape, Korean calligraphy, rites of passage and other features of nature would be 

visualized and understood through artwork.   

Figure 1: Eco-system process  

Source: Researcher 2021 

 

1.Basic components of 
eco- system 

Ocher, plant, bone, shell, 
flower, soil, tree, 

charcoal, stone and so on   
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Lee Cheoljoo (2017), specialized in Korean oriental painting. His works are drawn from 

a wide scope of subjects, from ace artisans or artists of conventional culture to the troublesome 

existences of the average citizens and the advancement of the metropolitan scene. His paintings 

produced in early 1990s are abstract pieces on a sequence of characters formed from the strokes 

which feature construction of all-over patterns or recombination of cells made from identical 

polygon. His microcosmos series, for instance, divides the rectangular screen and place object. 

He worked with powerful and abstract imagery, using only the ink and excluding all colours 

except black and white (Heekung Song 2017). He emphases the importance of ‘brushstroke’ in a 

painting. He uses hanji paper, ink, and brush. His brushstrokes constitutes ink-painting and 

osmotic pressure through the universe.  Subsequently, this study borrows from Cheoljoo (2017) 

by way of application and the emphasis placed on the brushstroke especially in the production 

artwork in this research. 

Lim Nong (1977) cited in Kim 2017 ink-painting work shows his original world view in 

pursuit of the elegance of painting. The modernity of his original painting begins with the 

freeness of highly skilled brush strokes. His unique line of work in cognisance with current style 

pursued by western art such as his involuntary lines which give us an exceedingly small or large 

unoccupied space 

Ahmed (2016) did a study on creation of paintings roused by the combination of chose 

Kenyan Maasai and Nigerian Fulani material culture. The study created paintings through 

hybridization of material culture from two chosen African groups. Hybridization in art happens 

when material societies from at least two networks join to make new structures. Current 

contemporary African art has been accounted for to have European styles injected. This 

implantation has been censured by researchers to need depiction of African identity. Researchers 

have likewise contended that valid African paintings could be accomplished when at least two 

African material societies are hybridized. This study pointed toward distinguishing Kenyan 

Maasai adornments material culture and Nigerian Fulani material culture utilized in their soul 

changing experiences and which could be hybridized. After hybridization, new structures of 

material culture were made. This new result was utilized in the creation of paintings. The 

paintings consolidated the application component and guideline of art and plan, like tone, shapes, 

beat, assortment, accentuation, surface, line, and mathematical examples motivated by the 

gathered structures. The resultant paintings affirmed that hybridized plans of Maasai gems and 

Fulani materials could be effectively utilized as a wellspring of motivation in the creation of 

paintings. 

Ahmed (2016) identified Maasai jewelry and textile from the library. He did thumbnail 

sketches and colour combinations to produce a wide range of paintings. He subsequently 

documented the collections. However, this research will be different from Ahmed’s because it 

will use material culture from both Korean and Maasai to produce new artwork paintings. This 

was done by engaging a team of professional artists who are skilled in painting artwork. This 

artwork aimed at showing different rites of passage among the Koreans and the Maasai. They 

used materials culture such as charcoal, ochre, traditional paper or hanji among others.  The 

review has also realized hybridization of material culture two art communities: Fulani and 

Maasai. This shows that it is possible to fuse materials from two art communities to end up with 

hybridization. Using the concept of hybridization, the researcher has succeeded by yielding new 

inter-cultural art.   
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Wakhungu S.G (2015: 11) in her collection ‘Visual Voices’  notes the expressions of Leo 

Tolstoy; that art isn't, as metaphysians say, the indication of some secretive thought of excellence 

or God; it isn't, as the aesthetical physiologist say, a game wherein man lets off his abundance of 

accumulated energy; it not the statement of man's feelings by outside signs; it not the creation of 

satisfying item; or more all, it not delight; but rather it a methods for association among men, 

consolidating them in the sentiments, and essential for the life and progress toward prosperity of 

people and of mankind. 

Further, she notes Bob Collymore’s words (p.17) that; line, shape, colour and texture are 

the various elements of artwork. That each artist is saving something that is uniquely delivered 

for you in its unique way, and each work will touch you in a personal way, because it is based on 

your personal experience and memory in relation to the piece. That is the power of the art.  

In her collection of contemporary artists in Kenya most artists who have done painting 

and displayed their work have used oil and canvas or mixed media. For example, Alex Mbevo 

(p.43) paints highly realistic images with clever use of light and shadows, and with square brush 

strokes. He used oil on canvas. Ancenti Soi’s paintings (p.55), depict wildlife in the dry 

grassland of the former Eastern Province. He used oil on canvas. Boniface Maina (p.93) portrays 

humanity in most extraordinary way. He paints using acrylics. Camille Wekesa (p.103) as 

personal artist specializes in various painting techniques, designs, and oil painting. Dennis 

Muraguri (p. 125) conceptualizes his artwork using painting, sculpture, and mixed media. He 

also uses non-traditional material to create different pieces of artwork. Elijah Ooko (p.155), 

portrays nature ensuring that only the details of the animal and the scenery is captured to express 

tone and mood with each image. He uses oil on canvas.    

The section has reviewed painting work done by various artist. The review has also 

realized hybridization of material culture two art communities: Fulani and Maasai. This shows 

that it is possible to fuse materials from two art communities to end up with hybridization. Using 

the concept of hybridization, the researcher has succeeded yielding new inter-cultural art.  

 

4.2 Material Culture among the Maasai 

Shuka is the most recognized piece of clothing worn by the Maasai. It is a sheet of fibric worn 

wrapped around the body. Animal hides were also used for clothing before cotton clothes were 

introduced. The colour of the Maasai attire vary according to age and gender. After their 

circumcision young men wear red wraparound whereas women usually opt for checked, stripped 

or patterned piece of cloth. 

Bead work date back hundreds of years. It became significant and known to the rest of 

the world in the 19th C.  Maasai beadwork is famous for its intricacy, and it is through beadwork 

that Maasai women express their position in the society. The beadwork is used to create 

accessories like necklace, pendants, anklets, belts, and sandals, as well as home décor and 

several household tool. Maasai beadwork is cultural practice with great importance and symbolic 

to the community of East Africa Bead making is mostly done by women. It is considered their 

duty to learn beadwork. These products are for both men and women. They are used in cultural 

practice such as weddings, rituals and community events. Unmarried women wear large flat 

beaded discs around their neck when dancing as a sign grace and flexibility. A woman getting 

married wears a very elaborate and heavily beaded neck peace on her wedding day and once 

married, she wears a long necklace with blue beads. Those of higher social status wear more 
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colourful beads. Natural material such as clay, shells, seeds, dry grass, sticks, and ivory were 

used before trading with the European began in the 19th C. Over time these natural materials 

were replaced by colourful beads from other communities through trade. The beads were made 

of plastic and glass. This allowed for more detailed beadwork and colour patterns. Each of the 

colours used have a meaning: white symbolized peace, blue is the colour of water, red is the 

symbol of warriors and bravery. There are several different colours used in maasai beadwork, 

and each one holds special meaning: red signifies blood, bravery and unity. White represents 

health, peace and purity. Blue is the colour of the sky, and represents energy, and green is the 

colour of grass which signifies the land and production. Black represents the people and struggle 

they must endure. Yellow symbalise the sun, fertility, and growth, and orange represent warmth, 

generosity and friendship.  

The national flag of Kenya has special colours: black represents the people of the 

republic of Kenya, red is for the blood shed during the fight for independence, green represents 

the countrie’s landscape and natural wealth,  and the white fimbriation was added later to 

symbolize peace and honesty. Could these have been borrowed from the Maasai concept of 

colour?  Most Maasai men and women shave their head during rites of passage such as marriage 

and circumcision. Maasai warriors are the only ones allowed to let their hair grow and usually 

wear in thin braids. The Maasai also stretch their earlobes using stone, wood and bones. They 

usually wear beaded earrings on the stretched earlobe and smaller piercings on the top of the ear. 

Traditionally, both men and women stretched lobes were a symbol of wisdom and respect. 

However, this custom is disappearing especially among young men. Another type of body 

modification sometimes carried out by the Maasai people is tooth removal. The canine teeth are 

removed in early childhood as a remedy against diarrhea and vomiting, especially when they 

‘stick out’ on the upper jaw. In other cases, the two central lower teeth are removed to allow 

feeding in the event of tetanus or other diseases locking the jaw. Maasai people understood about 

materials especially when they were performing their rites of passage. This led to good 

relationship among them in the community. The understanding of nature and the universe 

focuses on how to reconcile material with nature. From Korean art history, materials are the 

medium of communication between nature and the universe and sometimes with god. They used 

dots and lines as a means to effectively convey the sounds of Koreans who liked to communicate 

with them through sounds. Sound was used as means of conveying message to the East,West, 

South, North and Center of the heaven(sky) which govern farming such as dadkji play, yut play, 

pungmul and pansori. For this reason, hanji was developed as a material for expression that 

could repeat smudging and accumulation of paint. Material is passage through which nature, 

universe and God can communicate, and it has been considered that the process of using this 

passage itself can lead to understanding nature, universe and human beings.    

 

4.4 The Red Ochre 

According to Stewart (2018), one of the oldest forms of red comes from clay; given a red hue by 

the mineral hematite. Evidence has been found that people in the great Stone Age were grinding 

red ochre to paint their bodies. Red along with white and black, was one of the only colours used 

by the artist in the Paleolithic age because it was easily obtainable in nature. The prehistoric cave 

paintings in Altamira, Spain which date between 15000 and 16500 BC are early examples of 

paintings with red ochre.  According to Ambrose et.al. (2016), red and yellow ochre in 
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archeological sites up to 300 thousand years old is widely considered to be the earliest evidence 

for symbolic behavior by cognitively modern humans. They posit that ‘Ethnographic evidence 

for symbolic and functional uses of ochre in Africa is extremely limited’ and further observed 

that although ochre is almost universally used in Africa, the ‘ethnographic descriptions of red 

ochre source exploitation patterns, selection criteria, preparation and uses are virtually 

unknown’. This information is relevant to this research as it aims at showing the contemporary 

utilization of red ochre. Aside from being used for body decorations, the research demonstrates 

how red ochre can be fused with other ingredients to produce new artwork. 

Galichet (1988) found out that red colour is associated with ceremonies and always 

present whenever there is an event. For instance, when they are involved in rituals such as 

forming new age-sets, marriage, etc, they smear themselves with red ochre to depict change of 

status. She further notes that red emphasizes fragility of the human condition and expectation of 

divine recognition. The other important colours, she notes, are dark blue and white. White chalk 

known as ‘enturoto’ for instance, is used by the Oloiboni when pronouncing blessings to his 

people. When this white substance is put on peoples’ faces it signifies peace. White is in essence 

is ‘the materialization of the connection between God and man, the visualization of his 

intervention’ She goes on to note that these important ‘colours were available in charcoal, chalk 

and ochre and were associated with the most important aspects of people's social life and 

religion’ (p.29-30). Blue, she continues, depicts the presence of god and his recognition. It is an 

indication of the sky from which rain falls and provides water for the cows. In addition, rain 

makes the grass to grow for cows to feed on. Natural materials like mud, shells, and ivory were 

utilized among the Maasai before exchange with Europeans started in the late nineteenth century. 

They were then steadily supplemented by vivid glass dots which take into account more nitty-

gritty beadwork and shading designs.  

 

4.5 Materials Use: Use of Hanji 

A study of on coconut fibre paper has been done in Kenya. However, the study could not provide 

traditional Kenyan paper because it was a pre-pragmatical study. For this reason, all Kenyan 

artists were supplied with hwaseonji.  Korean artists freely used hwaseonji according to their 

tastes since it was readily available in their environment. They considered the diversity of 

experimental works and chose it according to their tastes. 

Kenyan artists focused on dealing with hwaseonji and Korean artists used thick hanji 

according to their taste. However, it was difficult for experiment to distinguish it visually, and 

they just accepted hanji and hwaseonji in a similar way. This is because the frequency of 

expression of rapid lines and smudges, which can only be expressed in hwaseonji is small. On 

the other hand, the fact that hanji, which is thicker than hwaseonji is less frequently expressed by 

overlapping many colours which is also the cause for all to be 100% hwaseonji.     

It can be seen that the use of natural paint applied to the work was well expressed and 

sufficiently delivered to the experts. On the other hand all artists did not apply the pure source of 

materials of paint itself, such as coloured soil or bone to the work because it is certain that the 

preservation of the artwork will deteriorate when the source of materials are used on the artwork. 

For this reason, it is necessary to conduct more diverse natural paint pigment research, and if this 

research could succeed in the innovation of natural materials. It will open up opportunities for 

artists who wish to share and express good work.     
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The problem of the adhesive can be applied differently depending on the type of paper 

such as hwaseonji. Since hwaseonji is thin and sensitive, it does not require a lot of glue. Most 

artists from both countries used hwaseonji, which means that most of them do not have problems 

with expression and preservation of their artwork. All experts, as noted from the evaluation 

indices, seem to have difficulty figuring out how much glue has been applied to the work, just by 

visualizing the painting. Nevertheless, this is a very important issue. This is because the state of 

preservation of the work varies depending on which adhesive is used for natural paint.    

  

5. Methodology 

Exploratory Research Design which is valuable in seeking new, clear, and deep perception of 

situations, as well as asking questions to help navigate and understand new terrain in art 

(Saunders et.al, 2003).  According to Brown (2006), scholars utilize exploratory design when 

attempting to acquire experience with a current marvel and gain new understanding into it to 

shape a more exact issue. It is dependent on an overall thought and the results of the exploration 

are utilized to discover related issues with the topic of the study. The exploratory design explored 

the type of paintings depicting subject matter and other identified variables between the Maasai 

and Korean groups. This is part and parcel of the qualitative method of the research that 

describes variables and to explain the relationship between them (Mugenda, 1999). 

In this research, exploration of painted artwork was done to settle on the most relevant 

images that fitted the objectives of this research. Additionally, the group of professional artists 

based their knowledge on the explored examples in order to produce fused artwork images from 

the Korean and Kenya (Maasai). The study also used qualitative and quantitative approaches 

which entailed description of domains and numerical analysis based on frequencies of the 

different sections indicated on the criteria format for ink painters.  

 

6. Findings based description and analysis of artwork 

The section presents two selected painting artwork done two groups of artists from Korean and 

Kenya. The paper includes observation and comments by the panel of expert judges from the two 

art communities in order to determine dominance of artwork domains, the extent of the 

application of dominant domains in the Artwork and achievement of fusion between Korean and 

Maasai new intercultural art. The introductory part of the painted pieces is done by the researcher 

in consultation with the professional artists who carried out the paintings. The purpose of this is 

to give an initial overview of the inspirational bases of the work. 
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6.1.1 Image 1: Kenyan Maasai Artwork Number 16  

 
 Source: Kenyan Artist (2022) 

 

The image presents a bride masked (Holr-ye Madang) in a wedding ceremony episode. It is 

performed during a Korean mask-drama. The horn is used as a music instrument. The same way 

the Maasai are considered a national treasure, so is the Hahoe-tal mask. The Maasai mask is 

made of ostrich feathers tied onto a wooden frame. It is worn during rituals and ceremonies. 

Using both the horn and masks in the same painting is a way of showing that our old cultures are 

not forgotten, but passed down from generation to generation. The artist imagined a Korean 

woman (a dancer) responds to a song by a Maasai man. So the masked dancer miming to the 

sound of the horn being played. Mime like music knows neither boarders nor nationalities. It can 

make one laugh or cry without saying a word by encompassing all the feelings of the soul. The 

dance is essentially an expression of joy and a desire to follow the rhythm of music.    

 

6.1.2 Material Used  

Four experts, two from Korea, and two from Kenya were supposed to examine the ecosystem 

materials used in the artwork apart from paper. They were also to give evidence of the use of 

pigments such as ochre from soil, charcoal etc. In addition, they were also supposed to provide 

evidence in the use of adhesives; such as argyo, glue etc. Korean expert 1 and 2 examined Kenya 

artwork number sixteen and noted the use of Hanji and the existence of pigment such as ochre 

from soil. Korean expert 1 noted the use of adhesives but to Korean expert 2, there was no 

evidence of the use of adhesives. On the other hand Kenyan expert 1 and 2 examined Kenya 
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artwork number sixteen and noted the use of hanji and the existence of pigment such as ochre 

from soil according to Kenyan expert 1, but no pigment according to Kenyan expert 2. Kenyan 

expert 1 noted the use of adhesives but to Kenyan expert 2, there was no evidence of the use of 

adhesives. 

Four Korean and Kenyan experts examined Kenya artwork number sixteen and noted the use of 

hanji and the existence of pigment, such as ochre from soil. The four experts noted either the use 

or lack of adhesive.  

 

6.1.3 Examiners’ General Remarks the Painting Artwork. 

The four experts examined each of Korean and Kenyan artwork and made brief remarks. Korean 

expert 1 observed Kenyan artwork number sixteen and said ‘it is a stand out artwork’. On the 

same artwork, Korean expert 2 said that ‘the composition of colour is good’.  

According to Kenyan expert 1, the artist has used masks to capture elements of 

symbolism in both cultures to show hybridization of material and techniques on Kenyan artwork 

number sixteen. There is however no mention and emphasis of a horn where the artist should 

have created a sense of interest. The horn does not stand out. It is not distinct. Attention is not 

drawn to the horn. The dimensions and relationships between height, width and depth of the 

figure drawing of the Korean lady is not proportional, and her pose is not realistic.  There is a 

feel of imbalance in the artwork. The Korean lady does not portray visual stability and 

equilibrium. There is use of natural colours to portray the rich cultural artistic heritage especially 

of the Maasai.  Yellow on the Korean lady depicts brilliance and beams of daylight used to stamp 

sacred destinations and spot that is needed for assurance. Kenyan expert 2 assessed Kenyan 

artwork number sixteen and observed that the masks from Korea and Maasai were harmonized. 
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6.2.1 Image 2: Korean Artwork Number 9  

 
Source: Korean Artist (2022) 

The image presents a Korean boy’s face and Maasai boy’s face on a pattern. Observed on the 

pattern, is Dadkji, a Korean traditional game that uses folded paper. The artist imagined children 

forgetting their racial background and coming together by sport to work on their social skills like 

sharing. This will promote global spirit of peace, love and unity.   

 

6.2.2Materials Used 

Four experts, two from Korea, and two from Kenya were supposed to examine the ecosystem 

materials used in the artwork apart from paper. They were also to give evidence of the use of 

pigments such as ochre from soil, charcoal etc. In addition, they were also supposed to provide 

evidence in the use of adhesives; such as argyo, glue etc.  

Korean expert 1, and Korean expert 2 examined Korea artwork number nine and noted the use of 

Hanji and the existence of pigment such as ochre from soil. Both Korean experts noted no use of 

adhesives.  

Kenyan expert 1, and Kenyan expert 2 examined Korea artwork number nine and noted 

the use of Hanji and no existence of pigment such as ochre from soil. Kenyan expert 1 noted the 

use of adhesives but to Kenyan expert 2, there was no evidence of the use of adhesives.  

Four Korean and Kenyan experts examined Korea artwork number nine and noted the use of 

Hanji. According to the four experts, there was either the existence of pigment such as ochre 

from soil, or no existence of pigment. The four experts noted no use of adhesives dominantly.  
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6.2.3 Examiners’ General Remarks on Each Painting Artwork. 

The four experts examined each of Korean and Kenyan artwork and made brief remarks. Korean 

expert 1 observed Korean artwork number nine and said ‘it is a stand out artwork’. On the same 

artwork, Korean expert 2 said that ‘the composition of colour is good’.  

According to Kenyan expert 1, Korean artwork number nine has hybridization of the 

artistic principles of these two cultures using materials through painting that has created an 

artistic interface which has generated new intercultural painted art. The elements of symbolism 

have been used to promote the global spirit of peace, love and unity.  The images of the Korean 

and Maasai boy on a pattern have a very strong narrative around children learning to share. The 

overall impression of the colours used in the painting is impressive. The use of colour, ambiance, 

line, shape, texture, space and movement create a mood of the painting that is calm, content, 

peaceful, relaxed, and tranquil, and the message is thought-provoking. The colours work together 

to bring stimulating, subtle, rich, saturated, strong, yet lively message across.  The painting is 

pleasurable to look at. It displays skill and virtuosity with evidences of style.  The appreciation of 

it requires “special focus” strong focal points on the innocent faces of the Korean and Maasai 

boy.  There is emphasis on form or shape, rather than mass and colour.  

 

7. Conclusion and Recommendations 

Hanji; the Korean dak fiber is grown in Korea’s unique climate, where good water, and wind is 

found. It is perceived as having a spiritual attachment with Korean people. It is product needed in 

manufacturing process. It is the media that has best characteristic of Korean beauty. The 

perception of hanji makes us realise the outstanding characteristic of Hanji. One of its 

characteristics is the colour it bears, which naturally born by its Dak fiber. The colour is 

portrayed as beautiful, flexible white, with a warm and soft feeling. It has excellent osmotic 

pressure and absorption resulting from the tangling structure of Dak fiber. Aside from conveying 

Korean aesthetic consciousness, it also presupposes the possibility of various formative attempts 

pursued by modern art and conventional skill.  

Osmotic pressure and capillary phenomena of Hanji in ink-painting are actively utilized 

to maximize the effects of smudging and absorption of ink. In this process ink, water and paper 

meet to hug everything in the universe or sometimes create a three dimensional space on the 

paper. This is appropriate to express the inner spirit. Through this, the representation produced in 

reality portrays the artists thought and emotion. Therefore, the expressions that are fused with the 

artist’s emotions are revered in a wide variety of forms. Expression of osmotic pressure could be 

found at at the natural point through a process known as full-chrome additive blending of colour 

using hanji (Figure 1). This is an artistic technique created by artists of all time through a long 

art experience (Figure 2). Therefore, when black colour is used on hanji, there could be 

transparency in the expression of colour. This is also a tradition that has enriched expression 

skills due to the accumulation of constant experiences. This tradition helps with a good 

relationship in creating new art. The acquisition process learns the logic and order by placing 

importance on discipline and form. Through this process, the object is expressed without 

hesitation. If expression without hesitation becomes possible, a new creation can be reached. 

Today, this diverse expression and physical characteristic have led to an active 

international movement to reinterpret hanji in a modern formative manner. As material change, 

consciousness changes and the consciousness inevitably effect the change in style. Thus, material 
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are not materials for expression, but for the active involvement in the mental domain of humans, 

creating another form of expression.  

This is a five part philosophy; a line in pursuit of plurality, the beauty of asymmetrical balance, 

artless skill for naturalness, unoccupied space leading to meditation, and osmotic pressure of 

Korean traditional paper (hanji)  

This article shows how hybridization of the Korean and Maasai ink-painting artwork and 

created an artistic interface that has seen the emergence of new inter-cultural art among other 

diverse communities. Based on the findings and conclusion of this paper, it is recommended that 

innovation of new materials should be done.  Ocher, for instance, is made out of soil. This could 

be the source of new ingredient of colour. The soil could be filtered and refined to yield liquid 

and solid ink. This technology could bring about collaboration between science and art. 

Consequently, the ingredient could be utilized by artist groups towards the realization of organic 

material for osmotic pressure material expression and innovation of new material and ingredient 

of colour. The article shows as bold venture past the normal practice of studying the art of a 

people in one geographical locale. Hence it globalizes art by encompassing different cultural 

groups and draws out the similarities and differences. In the process, it diminishes the tendency 

towards racial and cultural prejudice, while establishing a common human heritage.    
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